Verein für Socialpolitik
Ausschuss für Umwelt- und
Ressourcenökonomie (AURÖ)

AURÖ WORKSHOP FOR YOUNG RESEARCHERS “ENVIRONMENTAL AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS“
(status as of February 18, 2019)

Monday, February 18, 2019
Time
Agenda
18:30- Welcome reception (1st floor Campus Center)
end
Astrid Dannenberg, Andreas Ziegler (Uni Kassel)

Tuesday, February 19, 2019
Time
08:3009:00
09:0009:10

Agenda
Presenter
Registration and welcome coffee (1st floor Campus Center)

Welcome address (lecture hall 4)
Sonja Zitzelsberger, Elke Groh (Uni Kassel)
Experiments 1 (seminar room 6)
09:15- Why do firms engage in carbon offsetting? –
09:45 Field experimental evidence on the influence of
social image concerns
09:50- Can religious institutions promote pro10:20 environmental behavior? Evidence from the
German catholic convention
10:25- Dissecting social norms of cooperation: A
10:55 conditional process analysis

Carina Fugger
(ZEW Mannheim)

Agenda

Theory 1 (seminar room 2)
Transport policies in a two-sided market

Presenter

Noe Reidt
(ETH Zurich)

Christoph Feldhaus
(Uni Münster)

Optimal policies for the development of electric
vehicles

Christina Littlejohn
(ifo München)

Tillmann Eymess
(Uni Heidelberg)

Financial market imperfections and green
investment in a closed economy

Hendrik Schuldt
(PIK Potsdam)

Time
Agenda
Presenter
Agenda
10:55- Coffee break (1st floor Campus Center)
11:20
Empirics 1 (seminar room 6)
Theory 2 (seminar room 2)
11:20- Residential property values and waste sites: A
Marvin Schütt
Climate policy and inequality in two11:50 meta-analytic perspective
(Uni Kiel)
dimensional political competition
11:55- Assessing the relationship between cultural
Leonie Ratzke
Federal regulation of renewable energy
12:25 ecosystem services of urban green spaces and
(Uni Hamburg)
expansion: The optimal allocation of
biodiversity
competences and policy instruments
12:30- Carbon footprint, demography and
Henrik Carlhoff
Unilateral optimal climate policy and the green
13:00 employment status
(Uni Rostock)
paradox
13:00- Lunch break (Zentralmensa/K10)
14:00
14:00- Keynote lecture (lecture hall 4)
14:45 Daan van Soest (Tilburg University): “Pollution, habits and environmental policy”
Experiments 2 (seminar room 6)
Empirics 2 (seminar room 2)
14:50- Mitigation of income risk using precautionary
Robert Schaap
Fracking and health-related absenteeism of
15:20 savings by natural resource users
(Uni Heidelberg)
employees
15:25- How reliable are lab experiments with
Amantia Simixhiu
Does the weather matter for economic growth?
15:55 students? An empirical analysis on the basis of (Uni Kassel)
Evidence on weather shocks and anomalies in
representative data
European regions
st
15:55- Coffee break (1 floor Campus Center)
16:20
Empirics 3 (seminar room 6)
Theory 3 (seminar room 2)
16:20- Preferences for environmentally friendly and
Moritz König
Cross-dynastic intergenerational altruism
16:50 environmentally unfriendly climate control
(Uni Kassel)
measures in rented flats: A stated choice
analysis for Germany
16:55- The potential of clear policy announcements to Anna Stünzi
Social norms and psychological games – A
17:25 reduce the risk of stranded assets for
(ETH Zurich)
factor for environmental dilemmas?
individuals and increase acceptance for
environmental policy

Presenter

Waldemar Marz
(ifo München)
Jan-Niklas Meier
(Uni Leipzig)
Mark Schopf
(Uni Hagen)

Nicole Wägner
(DIW Berlin)
Marie-Christin Rische
(HWWI Hamburg)

Frikk Nesje
(Uni Heidelberg)

Sebastian Otte
(TU Freiberg)

17:30- Editors session (lecture hall 4)
19:00 Stefan Baumgärtner (Uni Freiburg, Co-Editor-in-Chief, Ecological Economics), Andreas Lange (Uni Hamburg, Co-Editor-in-Chief, Journal of
Environmental Economics and Management), Daan van Soest (Tilburg University, former Co-Editor-in-Chief, Resource and Energy Economics)
20:00- Conference dinner „BACCANO“ (Querallee 36, 34119 Kassel)
end
Directions from the venue:
Go to the tram station “Holländischer Platz” and get on tram 1 to “Kassel Wilhelmshöhe”, get off at
“Murhardstraße/Universität”, walk in the direction of the tram until reaching the street “Querallee” to
your right (approx. 200m), turn right into “Querallee” and walk approx. 300m to get to the restaurant.

Wednesday, February 20, 2019
Time
08:4509:15
09:1510:00

Agenda
Presenter
Good morning coffee (1st floor Campus Center)

Agenda

Keynote lecture (lecture hall 4)
Ulrich Oberndorfer (Federal Chancellery): “Global governance and global public goods”
Empirics 4 (seminar room 6)
Theory 4 (seminar room 2)
10:05- Patents as prediction market: Estimates of
Albert Roger
Managing a Spatial Externality of RES
10:35 patent renewal as a measure of environmental (ZEW Mannheim)
Development: Uniformity
regulation credibility
vs. Differentiated Regulation
10:40- Environmental regulation and innovation in
Erik Hille
Energy-efficiency policy and its effects at the
11:10 renewable energy technologies: Does the
(HHL Leipzig)
intensive and at the extensive investment
policy instrument matter?
margins with heterogenous households

Presenter

Charlotte Geiger
(Uni Leipzig)
Achim Voß
(Uni Hamburg)

Time
Agenda
11:10- Coffee break (1st floor Campus Center)
11:35
Experiments 3 (seminar room 6)
11:35- Efficiency improvements and resource
12:05 conservation – Should we expect offsetting
behavior from low flow shower heads?
12:10- Meaty arguments: Field experimental evidence
12:40 on the effectiveness of different reasons to
reduce meat consumption
12:45- The effect of social information and financial
13:15 incentives on preferences for reusable coffee
cups
13:15- Lunch break (Zentralmensa/K10)
14:00
Experiments 4 (seminar room 6)
14:00- Are vulnerable people more susceptible to the
14:30 influence of nudges? An experiment on the
interaction between cognitive scarcity and
default options on public good contributions
14:35- The cost of intrinsic motivation. Moral licensing
15:05 and their effects on various policy interventions
15:10- How competitive are you? – An experimental
15:40 study on self-selection in auctions for
conservation contracts
15:45- Closing remarks (lecture hall 4)
16:00 Astrid Dannenberg, Andreas Ziegler (Uni Kassel)

Presenter

Vera Huwe
(ZEW Mannheim)
Isy Weyershausen
(Uni Hamburg)
Ipek Eraydin
(Uni Kassel)

Hendrik Bruns
(Uni Hamburg)

Marius Alt
(ZEW Mannheim)
Abel-Gautier Kouakou
(Uni Osnabrück)

Agenda

Empirics 5 (seminar room 2)
Environmental protection or protectionism?

Economically, do environmentally regulated
firms perform worse?: Evidence from the
German Manufacturing Sector
Political economy of climate change mitigation
and energy policies in Vietnam – a case study

Theory 5 (seminar room 2)
Pathways to highly renewable power systems

Renewable uncertainty and its impacts on
market prices
Unilateral carbon taxation by a country
engaged in emission trading

Presenter

Elisa Rottner
(ZEW Mannheim)
Maja Zarkovic
(Uni Basel)
Ira Irina Dorband
(MCC Berlin)

Paul Neetzow
(HU Berlin)

Philip Schnaars
(Uni Hamburg)
Fabian Naumann
(Uni Kaiserslautern)

Instructions for the parallel sessions
The seminar rooms are equipped with a laptop, a projector, and a screen. All presenters should upload their presentations on the laptop of the seminar room
before the start of the session. Presenters have a maximum of 20 minutes for presentation, followed by three to a maximum of five minutes for comments from
the discussant and three to five minutes for general discussion.
There is a discussant for each presentation. The first presentation is discussed by the second presenter of the session, the second presentation by the third
presenter, and the third presentation by the first presenter of the session. In sessions with only two presenters the presenters discuss each other. The discussant
is asked to read the paper beforehand and provide feedback or ask questions after the presentation. Papers are available via the following link:
https://itscloud.uni-kassel.de/index.php/s/wyRvzzbz4GECETB. The last presenter of a session is the session chair. The chair is responsible for time management
within the session.
Event contact information
Sonja Zitzelsberger
+49 1590 21 72 308
sonja.zitzelsberger@uni-kassel.de

Elke Groh
+49 176 96 68 48 53
elke.groh@uni-kassel.de

